
LIGHT LINE SPACE

Photographic Art Installations
David B Simmonds & Sandra Curtis

Bringing beauty & inspiration into your living, working & public spaces
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f ine art photography
for corporate interiors & branding

for your working & living spaces

by David B Simmonds
& Sandra Curtis



f ine art photography that expresses

your company’s identity and core values.

Or just because you love it!

For over a decade David’s artistic eye has been creating extraordinary 

beauty out of our urban and natural environments. Transforming our 

world into works that lift hearts, open minds, even have us “looking 

skywards knowing no bounds”, our breath taken away, bringing these 

qualities into his clients’ working and living spaces.

Select images from our extensive catalogue, or ask David and Sandra 

to create a unique work that tells your story, and reflects your goals and 

achievements.

Our images, carefully crafted, superbly printed and presented will 

enhance your space and your life for years to come.
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CLIENT:  Private Client | Eileen Boyd’s Postcard Album (2016)

PROJECT:  3 works for the main living / dining area of the family home 

to celebrate their ancestor’s professional singing career and travels 

through Europe and Asia from ca.1907-1950s. They selected the album 

pages most meaningful to them and we designed a triptych, creating 

a subtle structure of alternating blocks of colour vs sepia to hold them 

compositionally. A border of her letter writing on the postcard backs 
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was designed in a percentage of their original colour to not compete 

with the images, bringing her stories to life in her own handwriting. The 

border design was to replace the need for a matte.

PRESENTATION:  Box framed without matte, 

DIMENSIONS:  Size of each 520mm x 720mm unframed

SITUATION:  Living/dining area in family home

CONSULTANT:  Direct with client

Triptych Design, Eileen Boyd Postcards (2016) by David B Simmonds & Sandra Curtis
Each work 520mm x 720mm Traditionally Framed



CLIENT: Wyndham Vacation Resorts | Wyndham on William (2015)

PROJECT:  Boutique time share and letting apartments on William Street 

in Melbourne. Works were placed throughout all the apartments. The 

brief was to bring the street life & vibrant experiences of being in the 

city into the rooms. Inspiring guests about what Melbourne has to offer, 

enticing them to go out, explore & experience the images first hand. Like 

the characters in the images, to become part of the Melbourne story.
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Two works were bespoke creations for the Grand Suites, and four works 

were from our existing collection.

PRESENTATION:  Traditionally printed & framed works for 82 Deluxe Suites 

(up to 4 works in each) & 4 Grand Suites (2 works in each)

DIMENSIONS:  Large scale works ranging up to 2.3m wide

SITUATION:  Through all the Grand and Deluxe letting suites, and hallways

CONSULTANT:  Direct with client

Yarra River Homage to Hockney (2015) by David B Simmonds
2000mm x 984mm Traditionally Framed
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The Shopping Experience, Bourke Street (2015) by David B Simmonds
1200mm x 720mm Traditionally Framed
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St Paul’s Cathedral (2013) by David B Simmonds
1200mm x 747mm Traditionally Framed



CLIENT: Invest Victoria | International Chamber House (2014)

PROJECT:  International Chamber House is Victoria’s hub for international 

business. We were commissioned to provide seven large works from our 

existing collection. These dynamic and inspiring images were chosen to 

convey that Melbourne and Victoria is a vibrant place to do business. 

we managed the project from initial costings through to file preparation, 

production and installation, including two other images sources by Invest 

Victoria. The DiBond mounted works sit close to the wall enhancing the 

larger spaces with their clean, contemporary look. The traditionally 

framed works hang as a series in the hallway, at the entrances to the 

business chambers.
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“Hi David, Thanks for all your work getting the artworks installed at 

International Chamber House. The launch by the Premier took place this 

morning and the venue looked great. We have had good feedback on 

the art already. Many thanks for your assistance.” Don Richter, Director 

Marketing, Invest Victoria.

PRESENTATION:  Five works on DiBond Aluminium, four works traditionally 

printed and framed

DIMENSIONS:  Large scale works ranging up to 2.3m wide

SITUATION:  Throughout ICH reception, foyer, board room and hallway

CONSULTANT:  Direct with client

(L) Victoria Harbour, Docklands (2010) by David B Simmonds; (R) Work in situe
2185mm x 1050mm C-Type Print mounted on DiBond Aluminium
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Victoria’s Twelve Apostles by David B Simmonds
2000mm x 840mm C-Type Print mounted on DiBond Aluminium
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Princes Bridge, Federation Square, Collins Street Towers by David B Simmonds
1097mm x 1350mm Lustre Photograph, Traditionally Framed 



Melbourne Festival Opening, Flinders Street Station by David B Simmonds
1097mm x 1350mm Lustre Photograph, Traditionally Framed 



CLIENT:  Pace Development Group | Argo Apartments, South Yarra (2014)

PROJECT:  3 works for the entrance & main lift foyers, one on each level. 

The works were to pay tribute to the long history of the building, previously 

the Sheppard’s Hotel (ca. 1866) and then the Argo Hotel. They needed 

to fit into a very minimalist and modern interior design, and the main 

entrance work was to be striking enough to catch the attention from the 

first moment of entry, even from the street outside. We took inspiration 

from the architecture itself, stories and events gleaned from newspapers 

of the times, maps dating back from 1896 showing the hotel in context 

with its surrounds, and from the historic church opposite. Creating three 

works that speak to the distinctive character of the architecture, the life
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and history of the hotel’s long life in the community, and the historic 

sense of place into which this new refurbishment will continue to etch its 

own story.

PRESENTATION:  Direct printing on glass, fixed permanently using split 

battens to sit flush with the walls.

DIMENSIONS:  Size 1200mm x 1200mm

SITUATION:  Main entrance and lift foyers on each level

CONSULTANT:  Sarah J Muscat | Rtist Agency

(L) Church Window Abstract; (M) MMBW 1896 Map detail; (R) Argo Architecture X 
Motif with ‘etched’ history (2014) by David B Simmonds & Sandra Curtis

1000mm x 1000mm Direct Print to Glass



CLIENT:  Silver Top Taxi Service (2013)

PROJECT:  20 works for management offices depicting iconic scenes of 

Melbourne, incorporating Silver Top Taxis as part of the life of the city. 

Thereby, communicating what an integral part the taxi services play in 

the historical and current stories of this city. The works also function as a 

“window to the world” in offices that have no external windows. All works 

can be seen through the glass wall along the central corridor. Linked 

by theme, they form a harmonious collective, yet bring individuality to 

each office space.
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PRESENTATION:  Twenty archival photographic prints, printed on archival 

fine art paper (100% cotton rag), mounted in a classical white box frame. 

DIMENSIONS:  Sizes range from 1200mm panoramas to 650mm square 

images surrounded by white borders.

EDITION:  Created as limited editions of 10.

SITUATION:  Management offices

CONSULTANT:  Rina Cohen Interior Design

Federation Square (2013) by David B Simmonds
1200mm x 388mm Archival Inket Print
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St Kilda (2013) by David B Simmonds
1000mm x 391mm Archival Inket Print



St Patrick’s Cathedral (2013) by David B Simmonds
840mm x 560mm Archival Inket Print26



St Patrick’s Cathedral (2013) by David B Simmonds
840mm x 560mm Archival Inket Print



T & G Building (2013) by David B Simmonds
579mm x 840mm Archival Inket Print
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The Shrine of Remembrance (2013) by David B Simmonds
645mm x 650mm Archival Inket Print



CLIENT:  Silver Top Taxi Service (2012-13)

PROJECT:  Illustrate the company’s core values: celebrating 150 years 

of continuous family business in the taxi industry, drivers & customers are 

“extended family”, the Call Centre is the “heart” of this “family”, it all 

starts there &radiates outwards. Incorporate the room’s colour palette, 

inspire & remind Call Centre staff how important their job is, and that 

doing it well impacts positively all the way to the customer. An overall 

design structure was created. 110 portraits of drivers and client stories 

were taken, and the traditional Silver Top Taxi logo were incorporated.
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CREATIVE:  Taking the notion of radiating outwards from the heart centre, 

and the family photo pinup board, we designed a modern structural 

pattern to hold the images punctuated with colour blocks matching the 

interior’s feature wall and furnishings. 

PRESENTATION:  This 5 piece mural was mounted on DiBond Aluminium 

for a clean & contemporary look suited its surroundings.

DIMENSIONS:  4500mm x 1200mm

CONSULTANT:  Rina Cohen Interior Design

Silver Top Taxi Service “extended family” of drivers & customers (2013)
Photography by David B Simmonds, Design by Sandra Curtis



CLIENT:  Silver Top Taxi Service (2012)

PROJECT:  A pair of works starting with (1) A 1920 historic panorama 

of South Bank, to be paired with (2) A panorama of the same view, 

illustrating ‘then’ and ‘now’. Illustrating the concept that taxis have 

always been an integral part of the life and fabric Melbourne, as Silver 

Top approaches it’s 150th anniversary of continuous involvement in the 

taxi cab industry.
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CREATIVE:  Having identified the viewpoint as from Flinders Street Station 

Clock Tower, David arranged access to re-create this image. The height 

of the Eureka Tower in the 2012 view created a problem to solve as the 

two works were to hang as a pair in the same space and needed to 

look balanced. We researched and found an image file of a Melbourne 

map from the 1920’s from The State Library of Victoria, and set the 1920 

panorama within it’s own context.

South Bank 1920 (panorama by Alan Row)
Map by W J Butson, sourced from State Library of Victoria



TECHNICAL:   Originally, a contact print was made from the 1920 negative 

(800 x 90mm in size) and a fine grain negative was made from that. We 

located this negative and re-scanned it to get a superior file and a final 

print of great clarity and detail. The 2012 panorama was created from 

12 separate images to replicate the 180º view obtained from the cirkut 

camera originally used.
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PRESENTATION:  Metallic archival prints face mounted on 6mm clear 

acrylic, with clear borders top and bottom. Sympathetic to the clean, 

modern interior design, the classical grey & white colour palette, and 

the dignity of a senior executive situation.

DIMENSIONS:  Each work is 2550mm x 1250mm

SITUATION:  Executive Corridor

CONSULTANT:  Rina Cohen Interiors

South Bank 2012 by David B Simmonds



CLIENT:  KPMG (2011)

PROJECT:  Create an image of the Collins Street streetscape featuring 

the architecture, and in particular KPMG’s building (subtly including their 

logo), conveying KPMG’s place in the “Paris” end of Collins Street, and 

the surrounding life and energy of the city.

The image was also licensed to KPMG for their marketing purposes.

DIMENSIONS:  464mm x 594mm

EDITION:  Created as a limited edition of 25.

PRESENTATION:  Archival pigment print on fine art paper, traditionally 

tramed.

SITUATION:  Partner office
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The “Paris” End of Collins Street (2011) by David B Simmonds



CLIENT:  FEDERATION SQUARE (2011)

PROJECT:  To refresh the board room this abstract piece “Kaleidoscope” 

was chosen from our collection. Based on the distinctive architectural 

features of Federation Square, it creatively and playfully captures its 

essence and identity.

Six smaller works (in a more reportage style) illustrating life at Fed Square, 

were also selected. Together, these works tell the Federation Square story 

as architectural icon and place of community.

DIMENSIONS:  1100mm x 1100mm

EDITION:  Created as a limited edition of 25

PRESENTATION:  Metallic archival print face mounted on 6mm clear 

acrylic, with clear borders all sides, and attached with brushed aluminium 

bolts.
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Kaleidoscope (2011) by David B Simmonds



CLIENT:  FETHERS GLASS (2010)

PROJECT:  Create a dado-frieze for the board room wall featuring a 

montage of all Fethers Glass projects spanning a period of 15 years. The 

whole frieze conveys in a single glance just how many of the significant 

buildings of Melbourne, and other capital cities, for which Fethers has 

supplied glass.

CREATIVE:  A structural block pattern that could repeat along the 

whole length of the frieze was created to create an underlying sense 

of unity. This base pattern was sometimes adjusted in some places 

to accommodate best placement of the images. Wider views of the 

buildings were counterpointed with closer detailed views that showcase 

their various glass products in the building exteriors.
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DIMENSIONS:  

A total of 9000mm long x 300mm high spanning two walls.

PRESENTATION:

Printed on canvas, mounted on board, floated in a black box frame.

Detail of Dado Frieze
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CLIENT:  Fender Katsalidis (2009)

PROJECT:  A black and white image of the Melbourne city skyline 

featuring FKA’s signature Eureka tower with its distintive gold crown, and 

its location from this viewpoint as central in the CBD which spans from 

the Collins Street office towers to the Rialto building.

At 4.3 metres long this was printed in three panels and installed to appear 

as one work.
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PRESENTATION:  Metallic archival print face mounted on 6mm clear 

acrylic, with no borders to suit Karl’s minimalist style.

DIMENSIONS:  4300mm x 950mm

SITUATION:  Foyer / Reception of Fender Katsalidis Melbourne office

CONSULTANT:  Karl Fender

Melbourne City Skyline and Eureka Tower (2009) by David B Simmonds



CLIENT:  McLean Delmo (2008)

PROJECT:  (1) A series of black and white architectural images of their 

new building (designed by Elenberg Fraser) for the board room, (2) an 

intimate miniature series to compliment the Asian-style sideboard and 

ceramic pieces in the board room, (3) a colourful piece for the windowless 

anteroom to the board room, (4) a  large piece for the reception / foyer 

area that speaks to their visitors and clients or the company’s service 

philosophy and the cultural context of their streetscape (their sense of 

place). A total of 17 works.

“Corporate Cathedral” 2009 by David B Simmonds
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“Citadel” 2009 by David B Simmonds

CREATIVE:  For the main works we interpreted the architecture in an 

abstract approach emphasizing strength, clear directional lines and 

graphic structure, and a luminous quality of light,  lend distinction and 

imagination to the board room setting.

PRESENTATION:  Archival pigment prints on fine art paper, traditionally 

framed.

SITUATION:  Board room



Interior I by David B Simmonds
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Interior II by David B Simmonds



CREATIVE:  Using abstract details of the McLean Delmo building, we 

evoked a lacquered “bento box” style of presentation to compliment 

the Asian style furniture and ceramics along this wall. The McLean Delmo 

logo was used as a wallpaper style border to hold each series of images. 

Each “miniature” 20cm2 work was box framed in black.

PRESENTATION:  Archival pigment prints on fine art paper, traditionally 

framed.

SITUATION:  Board room
50

Abstract Series by David B Simmonds
Design by Sandra Curtis



McLean Delmo Sunset Exterior by David B Simmonds

CREATIVE:  Highlighting the curve of the buildings façade against a 

spectacular sunset sky continues with the theme of strong and distinctive 

structural lines. Situated in a white windowless room, this work brings life 

and vibrant colour to this space.

PRESENTATION:  Archival canvas print

SITUATION:  Anteroom to board room



CREATIVE:  Bringing together in montage the architectural identity of the 

building, the people and relationship focus of the partners, the historic 

details of the surrounds and the logo.
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SITUATION:  Reception foyer

PRESENTATION:  Archival canvas print

DIMENSIONS: Approx 2000mm x 1200mm



CLIENT:  Heidelberg Australia (2007)

PROJECT:  In consulationn with Heidelberg’s CEO and their 

architectural interior designer, we provided 34 works from our 

collection for their new 3 level headquarters. 

Heidelberg is arguably master of the best print technology in 

the world. Clear bold colours were chosen with an abstract, 

graphic and strong contemporary style to fit with the new 

building’s style, reflect Heidelberg’s corporate values and the 

quality of their printing.

PRESENTATION:  C-Type prints face mounted on acrylic

SITUATIONS:  

Main stairway / entry

Reception / foyer

Board room

CEO’s office

Training & meeting rooms

Hallways

Staff offices

CONSTULTANT:  Cara Jones Interior Design

MAIN STAIRWAY LANDING:  We adapted an existing work based 

on Melbourne to include the other Australian city locations of 

Heidelberg’s offices. It fills the wall on the landing of the main 

stairway leading to reception.

DIMENSIONS:  2800mm x 3100mm (image size)
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Previous pages:
Stairway to Heaven by David B Simmonds
Executive Meeting Room / Dimensions 1130mm x 796mm

These pages:
Melbourne Gateway by David B Simmonds
Board Room / 2500mm x 1261mm



These pages:
Melbourne Citylink Sound Tube by David B Simmonds
Board Room / 2050mm x 1082mm

Next pages:
Forum Reflected in Federation Square by David B Simmonds
Board Room / 1180mm x 1198mm
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Next pages:
Sydney New Year’s Eve by David B Simmonds
Board Room Corridor / 2500mm x 1500mm

Bolte Bridge by David B Simmonds
Meeting Room / 1130mm x 809mm

State Library Reading Room Dome by David B Simmonds
CEO Office / 900mm x 598mm
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CLIENT:  Various business & private clients (1997-2013)

PROJECT:  Single art pieces for various home, office, consulting room, 

and work place situations. Chosen to bring a sepcific atmosphere into 

the space, or just because they loved it.

PRESENTATION:  Archival inkjet prints on photographic and fine art papers, 

traditionally tramed.

SITUATION:

Living Rooms

Studies

Offices

Foyers

Board Rooms

Consulting Rooms

Public Spaces

Roof detail, Gallery 1O1 (Client: 1O1 Collins Street)
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Fino and Fina (Client: Kairos Centre)
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Pas de Deux: White Lilies (Private Client)



Pas de Deux: Gold Fish (Client: Pure Mac, Sydney)
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Pas de Deux: Nautilus (Private Client)
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Seascape (Client: Health Spa in Sydney)



CLIENT:  Private client (2001)

PROJECT:  In collaboration with the client and her interior designer, we 

created a bespoke piece for the living room of her inner city apartment. 

Montage panels of Black and White city buildings were incorporated 

into a contemporary mirror design hung as a large wall feature.  These 

panels were extracted and re-arranged from this existing work to suit 

both the client’s preference for her favourite Melbourne buildings and 

the structural specifications.

Black and white was chosen to sit quietly within the strong colours of the 

furnishings and feature walls. However, the apartment was refurnished 

in black and white and greys some years later, and this piece still looked 

fantastic in this new setting.

PRESENTATION:  Archival C-Type prints mounted behine glass and 

incorporated into the design structure.

SITUATION:  Open plan living area
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David B Simmonds (B Arts (Photog) RMIT, M Photog II AIPP) & Sandra Curtis

David and Sandra are a husband and wife team with many years 

experience providing fine art photography services to corporate and 

private clients.

With David’s award-winning photography skills and Sandra’s design 

skills, we create beautiful bespoke pieces, consulting directly and/or in 

creative collaboration with interior architects and designers.

Photograph by Andrew Campbell
The Melbourne Headshot Company



We meet with you, listen and work with you to gain an understanding 

of your company’s brand, core values and what stories you want the 

images to tell. To discover what aesthetic and visual energy best suits 

your working and living spaces. It may be as simple as bringing beauty, 

serenity or inspiration into your environment.

We assess the interior spaces you want to enhance, working closely with 

your interior designer if you have one, to determine the size, scale, colour 

palettes and presentations that work best for you. 

We assess the interior spaces you want to enhance, working closely with 

your interior designer if you have one, to determine the size, scale, colour 

palettes and presentations that work best for you.

Once we have created your art works there are many presentation 

solutions and media we can choose from. Ranging from traditional 

archival black and white famed prints, as we did for McClean Delmo‘s 

board room, through to images face-mounted on Acrylic or Diasec,  for 

a very clean contemporary look, as we did for FKA, Heidelberg and 

Silver Top.  There are also many fine art papers, too many to list here, so 

we always show you print samples for sign off. We can also print direct 

to glass and many modern substrates. 

We have long standing relationships with our trusted suppliers and 

printers, so you can be confident in us finding the right medium to suit 

your images in your space. All our work is printed, framed and mounted 

to the highest archival standards.

Your images can also be licensed for other uses such as print, web, social 

media, advertising, displays etc, giving a unique and distinctive look to

all your visual communications.
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Work held in collections:

Museum of Victoria
Melbourne In Spires BIG Picture Collection

State Library of Victoria
Melbourne In Spires Limited Edition of Fine Art Architectural    

       Calendars 1994, 1995, 1996, 1997
Corporate Collections

 Various fine art photographic works of architecture, the built   
 environment and the natural world
The Australian Photographer’s Collections
 Volumes 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9
Private Collections

Exhibitions:

SOLO EXHIBITIONS:
2015 Victorian Arts Centre
 Sitting in the Dark - Where Are They Now?
2011 Clement Meadmore Gallery; Fringe Programme of the Ballarat 
International Foto Biennale
 Finding Sacred Space in a Secular World
2004 Federation Square
 Light, Line and Space
1994 1O1 Collins Street, Melbourne International Festival of the Arts 
 Melbourne In Spires BIG Picture Exhibition
1990 CUB Malthouse/Playbox Theatre 
 Sitting in the Dark

GROUP EXHIBITIONS:
2013 Photography Museum of Lishui, China
 3rd China International Digital Photography Art Exhibition
2013 Fringe Programme of the Ballarat International Foto Biennale 
 The Last Pas de Deux / Layers and Shadows (with Sandra Curtis)
2011 Photography Museum of Lishui, China
 Retrospective
2010 Photography Museum of Lishui, China 
 1st China International Digital Photography Art Exhibition
ACMP Collection Travelling Exhibition (works from The Australian 
Photographer’s Collection)
AIPP Award Travelling Exhibition



CONTACT US:

We are based in Melbourne but can consult and work anywhere. 
We’d love to hear from you, so please call, email, or we can set up a 
skype session.

M +61 (0)418 328 710
E david@simmonds.com.au
E sandra@simmonds.com.au
W lightlinespace.com
Skype davidbsimmonds

Awards & Honours:

Moran Contemporary Photography Prize - 2015 Semifinalist

International Colour Awards - Honorable Mention
2013, 2016 Professional Architecture
International Colour Awards - Nominee
2015 Professional Fine Art
2013 Professional Architecture
2010 Professional Still Life
2009 Professional Architecture
2008 Professional Architecture

International Black and White Spider Awards - Nominee
2015 Professional Abstract
2013 Professional Architecture (2 works)
2012 Professional Architecture
2011 Professional Architecture

1st International China Digital Photography Exhibition
2013-2015 Member of International Panel of Jurors
2010 Silver Award

Australian Institute of Professional Photography
2000 Australian Commercial & Industrial Photographer of the Year
2000 Double Master of Photography
Victorian Institute of Professional Photography
2002 Highest scoring landscape print
2000 Victorian Commercial & Industrial Photographer of the Year
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